To the Government and Congress of the Republic of Peru:

IN SUPPORT OF THE HEALTHY LAW AND THE FRONT OF PACKAGE WARNING LABELS IN PERU

We, the undersigned, scientists, researchers and professionals in the areas of nutrition, obesity and public health, are aware that a Parliamentary Commission of the Congress of the Republic of Peru intends to amend the Law of Promotion of Healthy Eating No. 30021 (the Law) and discard the Front-of-Pack (FOP) Warning Labels of “High in Sugar, Sodium, Saturated Fats and Trans Fats” to replace them with the GDA model (Guideline Daily Amount).

The Law approved in 2012, is a good starting point to stop the obesity epidemic and avoid human pain and the high health and family costs that it entails. It is based on the proper understanding that ultra-processed foods and beverages (“junk food”) are displacing traditional foods, creating other serious health problems such as diabetes, cancers and cardiovascular diseases. The Law also includes important agreements adopted in obesity prevention forums by PAHO/WHO.

As leading scholars on obesity and related diseases such as diabetes, we are writing to state that the science is clear on the role of “junk” foods and beverages high in energy, added sugar, sodium, and saturated fat: excess consumption of these unhealthy foods and beverages is one of the key causes of obesity and its related diseases. We therefore strongly support the use of front-of-package (FOP) warning labels as a critical measure to inform consumers, thereby curbing consumption of these unhealthy foods, and to encourage reformulation thereby making food composition healthier. Specifically:

Excess consumption of sugar, sodium, and saturated fat adversely affects health:

- Substantial evidence demonstrates the adverse health effects of excess sugar intake from both beverages and foods, including increased risk of diabetes, liver and kidney damage, heart disease, and some cancers.\(^1\) Limiting sugar consumption to less than 10% of total calorie intake has become a global goal.\(^1,2,9-13\)
- Excess sodium intake is associated with increased blood pressure,\(^14,15\) as well as increased risk of CVD, stroke, and all-cause mortality.\(^16,17\)
- While recent evidence on saturated fat has been mixed, randomized controlled trials have found that replacing saturated fat with polyunsaturated fat improves blood sugar regulation\(^18\) and reduces CVD risk.\(^19,20\) The WHO and USDA both recommend limiting intake of saturated fats\(^21,22\) in addition to reducing sugar and sodium intake.
- Moreover, the combination of these nutrients into energy-dense foods and beverages is uniquely problematic. Foods and drinks high in sugar, sodium, and saturated fats tend to be highly processed and typically offer few or no healthy vitamins and minerals.\(^23\)
- In Brazil, ultra-processed foods contain more added sugar, sodium, and saturated fat along with less fiber, and they have much higher energy densities.\(^24\)
- Foods with high energy density can lead to consuming excess calories, increasing risk of obesity.\(^25-28\)
Consumers Need Help Making Healthy Choices

- Not only have food and beverage products become less healthy over time, the sheer number of choices in stores make it difficult and confusing for consumers to select healthy foods. 29
- Most shoppers spend fewer than ten seconds selecting each item — not enough time to review current nutrition labels, which are complicated and ineffective. 30-32
- Adding to the confusion, unhealthy products may also feature misleading health and nutrition claims on their packages. Claims related to a particular nutrient (e.g., “high in calcium” or “low-fat”) and direct or indirect claims about a food’s potential health benefits can give an otherwise unhealthy product a “health halo effect,” leading consumers to misunderstand its nutritional quality. 33-35

Part of the Policy Solution: Front-of-Package (FOP) Labels

- FOP labels are linked to increases in awareness, understanding, use, and purchase of labeled products, particularly among those who are concerned about health. 36,37
- FOP labels are easier to understand than current labels. 38 They provide consumers with clear guidance to make quick and impactful decisions in selecting healthier foods. 32,39
- Simple FOP labels enhance understanding and use of nutrition information, especially by those with less education and nutrition knowledge. 36,40,41
- Consumers are more likely to use FOP labels than current nutrition labels. 42 Shoppers prefer simple FOP labels that are immediately visible and require less time to evaluate. 43 Labels that minimize effort allow customers to quickly see which products are healthier and actually increase the intention to purchase a product. 40,44
- FOP labels work by drawing attention to nutrition information through use of simple formats, colors, and icons, 45-47 facilitating rapid comprehension, encoding into working memory 40,41,45-47 and easier discrimination between healthy and less healthy products. 40,41
  - FOP labeling can lead to reformulation of products, improving the nutrient profile of the food supply. 48-51

Recommendations for an effective FOP label:

- **A strong FOP label system must be mandatory and apply to all products.**
  - Most labeling programs to date have been voluntary for food producers and manufacturers and thus have been applied only to certain products 52 and have appeared in varying formats.
  - Evidence suggests that applying a label only to certain brands can mislead consumers’ about the healthfulness of a product, 53 and use of multiple different types of logos and labels, can increase confusion and decrease the labels’ usefulness. 53,54
  - Industry-led voluntary approaches are confusing and have not worked. For example, the Guideline Daily Amounts (GDA) model used by large food companies in many countries displays amounts of calories, sugar, saturated fat, and salt per portion, along with their percentage contributions to daily recommended intakes. 55,56 The GDA has already been harshly criticized for relying on unrealistic portion sizes and using adult nutrient cut-points for children’s foods. The limits adopted by the GDA model also promote greater consumption of total fats, saturated fats, sugar, and salt, and lower quantities of fiber relative to recommendations advocated by WHO and the World Center Research Fund. 57
• **Warning labels are a strong option**
  - Experiments with warning labels on sugary beverages found that warning labels are linked to decreased choice of sugary beverages, decreased perceptions of their healthfulness, and decreased purchasing intent.\(^{58,59}\)
  - A 2017 study comparing FOP warning labels to the GDA and traffic light label systems found that warnings were better able to help consumers correctly identify products with high content of unhealthy nutrients and that products bearing warning labels were perceived as less healthy by consumers than the same products featuring GDA or traffic light labels.\(^{60}\)
  - Another 2017 study comparing children’s perceptions of food products with warning labels vs. traffic light label found that warning labels had greater relative impact on children’s food choices compared to the traffic light system.\(^{61}\)
  - **The Chilean warning label approach is the strongest to date.** Preliminary evidence from a project conducted jointly by the Instituto de Nutricion y Tecnologia de los Alimentos and University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill has found that consumers in Chile are aware of and understand the FOP labels, that they are using them to make decisions about food purchases, and that the labels are contributing to a shift in social norms and behaviors around purchasing more healthful food.
    - Specifically, a study of adolescents and mothers of preschoolers found
      - 43% of adolescents and 56% of mothers of preschoolers use the warning labels to decide if food (breakfast cereals) is healthy
      - After the warning labels were implemented, more mothers look at nutritional information when deciding to buy a new product
    - In addition, focus group results from mothers of children age 2-14y reveal changes in knowledge and norms:
      - “These logos, they help you a lot. Because sometimes, there are things that you wouldn’t even imagine that they had that much sugar. One thing is knowing that it is sweet, and another one is knowing how much sugar it has.”
      - “I think it is a good measure because they kind of reveal the reality of the product that you are buying.”
      - “When we go grocery shopping I see a product and I’m like… ‘No, she won’t accept that if I buy it for her’, so I have to search for a product that at most contains 2 logos. But 3, there is no way”.
      - “My son eats at school. He, by his own, started to decide what he can eat and what not, this is because of these black logos that are in the package.”
      - “Because of this new law, my daughter has been taught a lot about these black logos. ‘No mom, you can’t buy me that, my teacher won’t accept it because it has those labels’. And she requests me salads, she doesn’t accept snacks that have black labels.”
We strongly recommend a front-of-package warning label system based on a strong nutrient profiling model as a critical step towards ensuring consumers have adequate knowledge to make healthier decisions about food and beverages. Preventing further increases in obesity and related diseases will require a set of policy actions, and FOP labels are a step towards making progress on a healthier diet and healthier population.
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